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Summary: In the paper a view, based on the optimization approach, is given on
different types of constrained clustering problems and methods for their solution.
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1. Introduction
For constrained clustering, grouping similar units into clusters has to satisfy some
additional conditions. This class of problems is relatively old. One of the most
frequently treated problems in this field is regionalization: clusters of similar geographical regions have to be found, according to some chosen characteristics,
where the regions included in the cluster have to be also geographically connected. A number of approaches to this problem have been taken. The majority
of authors (e.g., Lebart, 1978; Lefkovitch, 1980; Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1982;
Perruchet, 1983; Gordon, 1973, 1980, 1987; Legendre, 1987) solve this problem
by adapting standard clustering procedures, especially agglomerative hierarchical
algorithms, and local optimization clustering procedures. The geographic contiguity is a special case of relational constraint. Ferligoj and Batagelj (1982, 1983)
first treated this clustering problem for general symmetric relations and then for
nonsymmetric relations. It is possible to work also with other, non-relational
conditions. Murtagh (1985) provides a review of clustering with symmetric relational constraints. A more recent survey of constrained clustering was given by
Gordon (1996).

2. Formalization
The (constrained) clustering problem can be posed as an optimization problem
(Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1982, 1983):
is called a cluster.
Let be a finite set of units. Its nonempty subset
A set of clusters
forms a clustering.
The clustering problem
can be expressed as: Determine the clustering
, for which
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where is a set of feasible clusterings and
IR is a clustering criterion
function. We denote the set of minimal solutions by
.
Let us introduce some notions which we shall need in the following.
The clustering is a complete clustering if it is a partition of the set of units
. We shall denote by
the set of all complete clusterings of . Two among
them
and
deserve to be denoted by special symbols. The set of feasible clusterings can be decomposed into ”strata” (layers)
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Let  IR65 [L\]_^` be an ordered abelian monoid. A simple criterion function
 has the form:
'1(bac -_,d =:e d =:gfh\ and iZCb$jK2 d '0CDk()\
For almost all criterion functions used in applications, it holds also = 3l   gf
d
d =  .[ d m  . For a simple criterion function
satisfying this condition, it holds
for YonR_SkUXWN : i9 $;8MTpZ:qN$O;rM  2(stquv^ws1 . Since '1sfx\
5
and '>yz\ , it holds that >{$o78|=;H: . To avoid this trivial problem we
usually introduce the obvious constraint – we restrict the problem to ;8M , where
Y is a given number of clusters.
Not all clustering problems can be expressed by a simple criterion function.
In some applications a general criterion function of the form

sE( } c]~' cBa ' -0,P,` m      =    fh\

is needed. An example of general criterion functions can be found in blockmodeling (Batagelj, Ferligoj, Doreian, 1992; Batagelj, 1997)

'E( } c]~' cB ' -0,P,  -_t  `3m    Xy
where  is a set of feasible types, and  measures the deviation of blocks, induced

by a clustering, from the ideal block structure. The blockmodeling methods considering also (dis)similarities between units have still to be developed. The proposed optimization approach essentially expresses the constraints with a penalty
function.
Another such example is a problem of partitioning of a generation of pupils
into a given number of classes so that the classes will consist of (almost) the same
number of pupils and that they will have a structure as similar as possible. An
appropriate criterion function is

s1(    ~  ~'S ! T   ¡ ¡X¢  ~£   ¥ s - S¤c] ~P¦ C§¨CH©
where ¦ Cª«1 is a measure of dissimilarity between pupils C and «
is surjective

.

3. Types of Constrained Clusterings
Various types of the constraints are discussed below.
3.1. Relational Constraints
Generally, the set of feasible clusterings for this type of constraint can be defined
as:

v=¬® PA$j;

A$&

=¬°¯8A±j: in the

graph =*¬
We can define different types of sets of feasible clusterings for the same relation ¬
if it is nonsymmetric (Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1983). Some examples of clusterings

with (nonsymmetrical) relational constraint ² m¬ are
type of clusterings
type of connectedness
² m¬
weakly connected units
weakly connected units that contain
²  m¬
at most one center
strongly connected units
²³m¬
clique
²µ´km¬
the existence of a trail containing
²¶m¬
all the units of the cluster

A center of a cluster  in the clustering type ² =¬ is the set of units ·¸ iff
the subgraph induced by · is strongly connected and ¬L=·¹º¯H=¼»g·¹¹¸\ where
¬L=·¹®O¤½v2¾p]¿ª$j·¼2P¿Z¬`½À .
: each cluster
is a subgraph
with the required type of connectedness

3.2. Constraining Variables
The set of feasible clusterings for this particular type of constraint is defined as
follows (Ferligoj, 1986):

vÁÃÂÄÅÆÇ PK$j; : for each cluster A$& holds: È c $ÉÁÊÂÄÅÆ=
where È c is a function of values of the constraining variable, Ë , for the units in
the cluster  .

3.3. Optimizational Constraint
The set of feasible clusterings for an optimizational constraint is defined as:

v=Ì:( PA$j; : for second criterion Ì the condition ÌsE^Í¨
where ¨ is a given threshold value for the second criterion.

holds



A combination of all three types of constraints (relational, constraining variable and optimizational) can be considered simultaneously.
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3.4. Pre-specified Blockmodels
Given a network , set of types , and a model
(constraints!), determine
(clustering) which minimizes the criterion function (for details see Batagelj,
Ferligoj, Doreian, 1998).

Ð

4. Solving Constrained Clustering Problems
With few exceptions the clustering problem is too hard to be exactly solved efficiently. Therefore, approximative/heuristic methods have to be used. Among
these, agglomerative (hierarchical) and local optimization (relocation) methods
are the most popular.

 determines the feasibility predicate ²Ñ'1r?
Q$<
ÒvÒv=1.»`Ó3k ; and conversely  ?ÔPz$§ÒvÒv=#.»`Ó3kg2
²Ñ'1 
 the relation of clustering inclusion Õ can be
 Õ)  ?hiÖ  $&    $&  2F  ¯ª  $&Ó!  
we say also that the clustering  is a refinement of the clustering  .
It is well known that m;&_Õy is a partially ordered set (even more, semimodular lattice). Because any subset of partially ordered set is also partially ordered,
we have: Let Ah; then '_Õy is a partially ordered set.
The clustering inclusion determines two related relations (on  ):
g×  ?Ø  Õ) ÚÙ `Û  and
g×=Ü  ?Ø g× Ù8Ý pZz$&K2Z g× Ù ×  .
4.1. Hierarchical Algorithm
The set of feasible clusterings
defined on
.
In the set of all clusterings
introduced by

A h;
²ÑE Þ c -_,Lß =:

b$ 

4.1.1. Conditions on the Structure of the Set of Feasible Clusterings. In
the following we shall assume that the set of feasible clusterings
satisfies
the following conditions (Batagelj, 1984):
F1. The feasibility predicate is local – it has the form
where
is a predicate defined on
(clusters).
The intuitive meaning of
is:
the cluster is ”good”. Therefore the locality condition can be read: a ”good” clustering
consists of
”good” clusters.
F2.
F3.
The predicate has the property of binary heredity with respect to the
fusibility predicate
, i.e.,

ß m#

>à$&

²
ß = : vÒ ß =#=:|»?ÑÓ3

² 
áy= 
   t)ÓÛ Ù   ¯8  )Ó Ù ß m   Ù ß m   Ù yá =    (â ß m | l  

This condition means: in a ”good” clustering, a fusion of two ”related” clusters
produces a ”good” clustering.

F4.

The predicate

á

is compatible with clustering inclusion

Õ

, i.e.,

i9  e  $&Q2Z  Õ) ÚÙ  »`  Ø     `â áy=    |ãráy=    X
F5. The ”interpolation” property holds in  , i.e., i9  ä  $<K2
' g× ÚÙ RTSVUXW|'  gåæR_SkUXW9  |çÍèyâ pZQ$HQ2Z' × Ù ×  X

It is easy to verify that the sets of feasible clusterings  =¬ , é:êèP ë]ì3 í
from Ferligoj and Batagelj (1983) satisfy the conditions F1 – F5. But, in the case
of  ³ m¬ , the property F5 fails (in general). The counterexample is given in Figure 5 in Ferligoj and Batagelj (1983), for which we have BFèP ëFFTî3ì3Fäkí]ï]B ×=Ü
BFèP ë]î3ì! í¾ï3TB .
4.1.2. Criterion Function and Agglomerative Clustering. A dissimilarity
between clusters is a function ¦ 2s=    &4 IR65 which is symmetric, i.e.,
   ` ¦ =    . Let  IR65 [L\]_^` be an ordered abelian monoid. Then
¦the= criterion
function  is compatible with dissimilarity ¦ over  iff:
iÖAhK2À ß m# Ù R_SVU©W.=:åèJâ d m#® } c]~ cB* +-0 ð } cÄ  d =  ©[ d =  ©[ ¦ =    X
Now we can state our main theorem:

 be a simple criterion function compatible with ¦ over  , [
*+ , and F1 – F5 hold, then
 ' M" ®ê,.-0/Ö ñ sE(  ~' ô¤õ ~¾ ò'ö ñó ~ msE|[ ¦ m    ©

Theorem 1 Let
distributes over

From this theorem the following ”greedy” approximation can be seen:

' M" ®÷' M" 5  |[  ~¤ô  õ ©~ B 'ñø öó ~ ¦ =   

which is the basis for the following agglomerative (binary) procedure for solving
the clustering problem :
1.
2.
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
3.

Yv2Íù(ÍR_SVU©WJ# ; vY!g2úÛ > Ù ;
áy=Û(ûä© Ù repeat
while p!'(ûN$<ü=Y!e20mé ¼ý
mþPgÿ2ú)SVU P*+À m(ûe 2é ¼ý á`m(ûe ;
Ô2ú)þ l gÿ ; Yv2)Y ¦ oè ; l
vY32Ov=Ytçhè¤|»`þPgÿä E ;
determine ¦ mt © for all  $&vY3
2ú)Y










Note that this procedure is not an exact procedure for solving the clustering problem. But, because of the nature of clustering problem (Garey and Johnson, 1979;
Shamos, 1976; Brucker, 1978), it seems that we are forced to search for and to
use such procedures. This procedure has also some nice properties:

vY3e Y*ÍùÚù HèP T obtained by the described
ü=Y!`$¼:MVµY8ÔùÚù ¸èP e and ü r`$


Theorem 2 All clusterings
procedure are feasible. It holds
.
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An agglomerative procedure is said to be compatible with iff: every clustering obtained by the procedure is feasible, and every feasible clustering can
be obtained by the procedure if we can at each step fuse any pair of ”related”
clusters. For our procedure it can be shown:





Theorem 3 If satisfies the conditions F1 – F5, then the described procedure
is compatible with .
4.2. The Relocation Algorithm
The basic scheme for an adapted relocation algorithm is: Suppose that a reflexive
and symmetric neighborhood relation 
is given between feasible clusterings. Usually, for clustering problems,  is determined by the following two
to cluster
(transition); and
transformations: moving a unit from cluster
interchanging units and from different clusters
and
(transposition).

C

«

)É±t
þ

C

:qZ$ <'1
tq Q2tq

1.
determine the initial feasible clustering
2.
while there exist
such that

2.1.
move to :
.

þ

gÿ
gÿ

'tqug^h'1 repeat:
;

The following two features are crucial in developing of an algorithm of this type:
a method for randomly generating initial feasible clusterings; and an efficient
procedure to scan the neighbourhood 
.
If the constraints are not too stringent, the relocation method can be applied directly on ; otherwise, we can transform (penalty function method) the
problem to an equivalent nonconstrained problem
with 


where 
is a large constant and
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There exist several improvements of the basic relocation algorithm: simulated
annealing, tabu search, . . . (Aarts and Lenstra, 1997).

78|':Mk# KÓÛ
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4.3. Dynamic Programming
Suppose that
. Denoting
C
we can derive
the generalized Jensen equality (Batagelj, Korenjak and Klavžar, 1994):
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This is a dynamic programming (Bellman) equation which, for some special
constrained problems, allows us to solve the clustering problem by the adapted
Fisher’s algorithm. For an application of dynamic programming to hierarchies
see Lebbe and Vignes (1996).

s     ä.MV*+3
 ' : èP e Y
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4.4. Multicriteria Clustering and Constraints
  
In a multicriteria clustering problem
we have several
criterion functions (' *)
over the same set of feasible clusterings ,
  
and our aim is to determine the clustering
in such a way that
,)
('
   +
In general, solutions minimal for distinct criteria will differ from each other.
This creates the problem how to find the ‘best’ solution so as to satisfy as many
of the criteria as possible. In this context, it is useful to define the set of Pareto
efficient clusterings: a clustering is Pareto efficient if it cannot be improved on
any criterion without sacrificing on some other criterion. A multicriteria clustering problem can be approached in different ways (Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1992).
It can be solved also by using constrained clustering algorithms where a selected
criterion is considered as the clustering criterion and all other criteria determine
the (optimizational) constraints. And conversely: a constrained clustering problem can be transformed to a multiciteria clustering problem by expressing the
deviations from constraints by penalty functions.



4.5. Other
Some other optimizational approaches for solving constrained clustering problems can be found in Klauer (1994) and Hansen, Jaumard, and Sanlaville (1994).

5. Conclusion
In the paper we presented an overview of constrained clustering problems viewed
through ’optimizational’ glasses. For details the reader should consult the references. Some related papers are available at
http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/cluster/
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